
Introducing Engine No. 1’s 
Total Value Framework

Engine No. 1’s Total Value Framework is a data-

driven approach to investing that puts a tangible 

value on a company’s material sustainability data 

and impacts, including governance, 

environmental and social, and ties those impacts 

to long-term value creation.

Interest in environmental, social and governance 

has never been greater, and yet, sustainability 

and risk ratings systems conflict with one 

another and remain uncorrelated from financial 

returns. The inability to tie data to actual 

outcomes has supported shareholders divesting 

rather than holding a company and engaging 

when a problem arises. 

For the first time, the Total Value Framework 

measures, in dollars and cents, the material 

negative and positive impacts a company has and 

demonstrates how a company’s performance 

and value can be enhanced by the investments it 

makes in its employees, customers, communities, 

and the environment.

At Engine No. 1, we believe there is no tradeoff 

between impact and returns. In fact, The Total 

Value Framework is an important step forward for 

CEOs, board members, and investors in 

understanding material sustainability data and 

risks in order to drive better economic results. 

A New Way of Seeing Value
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Flaws in the data

The financial world has been flooded with new 
sustainability-related data in recent years: nine out of ten 
companies  in the S&P 500 now issue sustainability 
reports1; Bloomberg terminals provide access to 140 
million such data points; and dozens of providers offer 
investors their own data, ratings, and scores. A recent 
GSIA report suggests that the managers of $35 trillion in 
assets are grappling to integrate this data into their 
investing.2 In our view, three principal challenges 
undermine current governance, environmental and social 
data: 

1 Metrics are unstandardized: There are more than 
230 distinct initiatives to bring standards to corporate 

sustainability reporting.3 Researchers have found that, even 
for the relatively narrow topic of employee health and safety, 
twenty different reporting metrics were recently used 
among fifty large companies.4 Companies and investors 
often end up relying on simplified ratings and scores that 
only hide this complexity.

2 Ratings are uncorrelated: A recent study 
characterized the field of these metrics as one of 

“aggregate confusion,” in which correlations among 
providers are worryingly low.5 The same companies 
considered top quartile by one provider are often  
bottom quartile for another, rendering these ratings 
somewhat useless to investors.

3 Analysis is disconnected: We believe that 
governance, environmental and social metrics

and analysis remain mostly disconnected from a 
company’s financial or operational analysis. We believe 
that many investors append their sustainability analysis 
to an investment memo rather than factoring it into 
their financial projections, models, or valuations.

Annual surveys carried out by the Callen Group over the 
last five years suggest that many institutional investors still 
do not consider material sustainability factors to be 
material to financial performance, and that only a minority 
of respondents incorporate such factors into their 
investment decisions6. Significantly, the prospect of “higher 
long-term returns” is one of the weakest incentives they 
report.

In the absence of investment managers who are able to 
produce superior ESG performance and financial returns 
leveraging sustainability data, investors have 
understandably focused on cost and convenience. The 
largest growth segment in the traditional SRI space has been 
comprised of low-fee funds that largely mirror passive 
indexes, modified by the exclusion of certain stocks with 
unfavorable crude risk ratings and, in some cases, the 
overweighting of more highly rated counterparts.7

From values to value

Early responsible-investing pioneers were focused on moral 
values, not financial value. Many of these investors were 
religious investors who, for centuries, identified “sin stocks” 
and removed them from their portfolios.8

Thankfully, an increasing number of investors are asking 
more pragmatic questions: “What impact do my 
investments have?” and “How will these impacts 
influence future financial returns?” To answer these, they 
must understand how their investing decisions affect a 
company’s operations and externalities, and how those 
operations and externalities then influence the 
company’s performance. Through our Total Value 
Framework, we are evaluating investment opportunities 
through a new lens, which addresses investor’s concerns 
spanning materiality, impact, and financial performance 
over the long-term. 
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The Total Value Framework can show changes in the 
pattern of value creation or destruction over time—strongly 
predicting  future shifts in the company’s financial value, 
including in revenues, worker productivity, earnings, net 
income, market capitalization, and earnings multiples. Our 
analysis also shows the association between stakeholder 
value and these financial outcomes is far stronger than the 
correlations observed between traditional compositive 
sustainability metrics and these same outcomes.

Crucially, and for the first time, the Total Value Framework 
informs our  decisions as investors, the investments we 
make, as well as what we do as owners once we make 
them. Our approach, rooted in data, connected to value, 
and integrated with our investing process, provides the 
foundation for active ownership and lasting change. 

Our initial analysis also suggests the Total Value Framework 
can guide investment strategy, offering asset managers 
substantial value by identifying top performers in each 
industry—meaning those companies with the smallest 
negative ESG impacts. We have preliminarily found that 
these companies dramatically outperform their peers in 
share-price performance, EBITDA, and net income.

We believe that our Total Value Framework will redefine 
what financially superior investing can be. A sustainable 
business simply generates profits greater than its cost of 
capital after internalizing all externalities.TM However, this 
will be an evolving process, where we seek to continually 
refine and enrich our framework with new data, 
methodologies, and quantification metrics. Even at this 
nascent stage, we believe we can examine and evaluate 
illustrative returns using the Total Value Framework as a 
proxy for performance.

Building a better way

At Engine No. 1, we developed our Total Value Framework 
to address the current deficiencies in imperfect mass 
sustainability composite data and help investors generate 
lasting impact on corporate behavior and long-term 
financial returns—not just the warm glow of a  “pure” 
portfolio.

•  Value for stakeholders: Through the Total Value 
Framework, we seek to measure the value that companies 
create or destroy for all their stakeholders—their employees, 
customers, and communities, and the environment. We 
seek to quantify, where possible, the impact in dollars 
instead of using rankings and ratings, which in our view, are 
quite difficult to incorporate into valuation models. Instead, 
we use independent sources and estimates to assess the 
firm-level cost of emissions, resource use, waste, social 
practices, and a number of other ESG factors. We then 
calculate the societal impact of these estimates in dollars—
for instance, the social cost of carbon—through the use of 
science-based conversion factors.

•  Value for shareholders: Armed with these new metrics, 
we can proceed to focus on how the value delivered to 
stakeholders affects the value a company can deliver to 
shareholders and the timeline over which that value will 
be realized. This forces us to examine drivers like potential 
regulation, changes in customer or employee preferences, 
technological disruption, and other relevant contributors 
to a company’s risk or growth.

When investors focus on impact and long-
term economic returns, interests align 
across shareholders and stakeholders



In the chart below, using the Total Value Framework, we analyzed 
the performance of 700 S&P 500 firms between December 2, 2011 
and August 9, 2021, and separated the firms into quintiles.  Quintile 
designation on this chart is represented with ‘1’ representing firms 
with the lowest Total Value Profile (or largest negative impacts) which 
substantially underperformed the benchmark, and ‘5’ representing 
the highest Total Value Profile (or smallest negative impacts) which 
outperformed the benchmark. 

While this does not account for an evolving data framework 
and it holds assumptions over the time period constant, we can 

still see in the chart that the framework can be an important 
and impactful methodology to deploy towards generating 
favorable financial returns, while at the same time quantifying 
the requisite ESG impact (as opposed to the aforementioned 
ranking and rating methods. Subsequent versions of the Total 
Value Framework will seek to employ a deeper sector-specific 
analysis, with better defined weighting schemes and more direct 
attribution statistics. We are seeking to bring a new framework 
to investing which may carry significant upside potential.

By embracing the principles outlined above, we invest for  
shareholder return and investors support CEOs and boards

 in long-term sustainability.

Illustrative return based on Total Value Profile (from 1 to 5) vs. S&P 500
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Note: Provided for illustrative purposes only. The chart does not represent the performance results of any existing or proposed investment vehicle managed by Engine No. 1.  
The above  chart represents the application of the Total Value Framework to approximately 700 companies included in the S&P 500 Index from December 2, 2011 – August 9, 2021 
to demonstrate the correlation of  performance of companies with lower and higher Total Value Profiles. 

The Total Value Framework employs a variety of ESG-related data factors to quantify and connect the material impact of a company to financial performance. The framework 
identifies material and high-impact actions a company can take, and assigns dollar values to those actions, highlighting where a business is under or overvalued based on 
impact. This process determines each company’s Total Value Profile. The companies were then separated into quintiles, with Band 1 including the companies having the lowest 
Total Value Profile, and Band 5 having the highest Total Value Profile. Portfolio quintile and S&P index composition adjusted annually.

The chart shows the hypothetical performance of an investment in December 2, 2011 of $1 USD per each Band as of August 9, 2021 and assumes that the basket of securities 
composing each quintile is rebalanced on January 1 of each year. Hypothetical performance is not actual performance and has inherent limitations and should not form the 
basis for an investment decision. The hypothetical performance is shown gross of fees and expenses. If fees and expenses were included, the returns would be lower. The 
hypothetical performance does not reflect the reinvestment of dividends, interest, and other income. 

None of the information set forth above constitutes an offer to purchase or an offer to sell, or a promotion or recommendation of, any security, financial instrument, product or 
trading strategy. Past performance is not indicative or a guarantee of future results. Please see “Important Information” at the end of this White Paper. 

Additional information regarding Engine No. 1’s Total Value Framework and methodology is available upon request.



Engine No. 1 is an investment firm that identifies value creation 

opportunities in systems changes, driving long-term performance. 

The firm was founded on the shared belief that a company’s ability 

to create long-term shareholder value depends on the 

investments it makes in its employees, customers, 

communities, and the environment.

Learn more at www.engine1.com.

Disclosures 
Engine No. 1 LLC (“Engine No. 1” is registered as an investment adviser with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
(the “SEC”. Registration with the SEC or with any state securities authority does not imply a certain level of skill or training.  
This document does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy any securities in any investment vehicle managed 
by Engine No. 1 and may not be relied upon in connection with any offer or sale of securities.  Any offer to buy interests in 
an investment vehicle will be made pursuant to the delivery of the related organizational and offering documents of such 
investment vehicle. Investing in securities and other financial instruments entails substantial risk, including the possible loss 
of principal.

Engine No. 1 may consider any sustainability factors as core to its investment process but its specific focus for the Fund will 
be on the environmental factors most relevant to climate change. Engine No. 1 intends to incorporate sustainability insights 
and analysis to ul-timately drive financial and operational performance however there is no guarantee that this strategy will 
be achieved, and such assessment is at Engine No. 1’s discretion.  Engine No. 1 does not use ratings or rankings to exclude 
specific companies, but instead uses its own proprietary analysis to attempt to make better informed decisions. The Fund 
may forgo certain investment opportunities that do not meet Engine No. 1’s criteria and results may be lower than other 
funds that use different or no externality criteria to screen out certain companies or industries.

This document is being provided for informational purposes only, is not a research report and should not be considered invest-
ment advice. Engine No. 1 is not acting and does not purport to act in any way as an adviser or in a fiduciary capacity vis-a-vis 
any recipient of this document. 

The information and opinions contained in this document are for background purposes only, are subject to change without 
notice, and Engine No. 1 has no obligation to update it. No representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, is given 
as to the accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions contained in this document by Engine No. 1, any of their 
affiliates or any of their respective members, partners, directors, officers, employees and agents and no liability is accepted 
by such persons for the accuracy or completeness of any such information or opinions. In particular, but without prejudice to 
the generality of the foregoing, no representation or warranty is given as to the achievement or reasonableness of any returns, 
projections, estimates, valuations or prospects contained in this document or in such other written or oral information. This 
document contains information and opinions and has been prepared in good faith on the basis of reasonable, honestly held 
beliefs. The contents of this document are not to be construed as legal, business, financial, or tax advice, and you should con-
sult your own advisors on such matters as you deem appropriate.

This document contains forward-looking statements and such forward looking statements involve risks and uncertainties, 
and actual results may differ materially from any expectations, projections, or predictions made or implicated in such for-
ward-looking statements. Unless otherwise indicated, the information contained herein is current as of the date indicated 
on the cover of this document. Certain parts of this document contain simplified presentations of complex processes. The 
investment process and program of Engine No. 1 for any particular product or advice given may differ materially from what is 
stated herein. There is no obligation to update, modify or amend this document or to otherwise notify a reader in the event that 
any matter stated herein, or any opinion, projection, forecast, or estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes 
inaccurate.
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